
This document is based on discussions from a 90-minute 
virtual advisory panel of EU and US medical oncologists 
with expertise in phase 1 clinical trials and supplemented by 
industry insights from oncology experts at Envision. 

BACKGROUND

Through this exercise, we sought to identify the most 
promising new areas of drug development in oncology 
and to describe common attributes of success when novel 
anti-cancer drugs are in early stages of development.

OBJECTIVES

BIOMARKERS

High interest driven 
by clinical and
value gains

Technology
advances might have
improved feasibility

CURRENT STATE
Validated to predict 
e�cacy or detect
residual disease;
few feasibility barriers

WHAT TO LOOK FOR

Companies with the most impactful focus are working on ways to identify: 

• Acquired resistance to oncogenic targeting or immunotherapy

• Residual disease in a validated, accurate, and reproducible way
(eg, ctDNA, exosomes)

Emerging technology should provide novel, feasible improvements to: 

• NGS or –omics

• Tissue biopsy alternatives

ADVANCES ON THE HORIZON

RADIOLIGAND THERAPY

Potential to be
a major advance
for radiotherapy

Relatively new
to field; mixed
launch success

CURRENT STATE
Improved technology and 
su�cient experience to 
address logistical barriers

WHAT TO LOOK FOR

Radioligands are most likely to make an impact in areas where: 

• High unmet needs and radiotherapy is already used (eg, NETs, glioblastoma)

• Other forms of targeted radiotherapy like SRS fall short (eg, CRPC)

Technological advances will ideally improve feasibility in trials and 
administration (ie, outside top tertiary centers).

Companies need the experience to choose the right trial sites, ensure 
manufacturing feasibility, and provide postlaunch support for providers.

ADVANCES ON THE HORIZON

ANTIBODY-DRUG CONJUGATES

Design improvements 
have yielded clinical 
gains; still more room 
for optimization

Need for companion 
diagnostics but few 
are being validated

CURRENT STATE
Improvement on current 
ADCs through 
di�erentiated design
or patient selection 

WHAT TO LOOK FOR

The most promising novel ADC targets should address a biological 
unmet need, rather than being chosen because there are already 
active drugs against the target.

Future novel ADC design elements need to be clearly articulated
and supportable as a class-wide improvement. 

Some companies are working on molecular markers to select the 
right patients for therapy, which will increase odds of clinical success.

ADVANCES ON THE HORIZON

TARGETED THERAPY

Serial resistance
is a problem and
an opportunity

Communication
gaps re: actionability 
and need to test

CURRENT STATE
Di�erentiated MOA, 
technology, or platform

WHAT TO LOOK FOR

There is still room for more e�ective targeting of known driver
pathways (eg, KRAS, HER2, BTK).

Novel approaches to target novel oncogenic drivers,
pan-cancer markers or defects, or elements of synthetic lethality 
(beyond the PARPs) have the strongest potential to address
biologic unmet needs.

Improving the tolerability of bi- or tri-specifics will help make
these approaches more broadly applicable.

ADVANCES ON THE HORIZON

The Oncology Consultancy is a collective of experts within Envision Pharma Group,
led by Rebecca Goldstein, Global Oncology Strategy Lead. The mission of the 
consultancy is to ensure oncology teams at Envision stay on the leading edge
of thought leadership and innovation in the field. 

For more information, email us at:
OncologyCoreGroup@envisionpharma.com

ABOUT THE ENVISION PHARMA GROUP ONCOLOGY CONSULTANCY

Innovative directions 
in oncology drug development
Charting a course through the complexities

HALLMARKS OF INNOVATION

The multifaceted complexities of cancer 
biology and oncology drug development 
mean that it is not uncommon to see 
clinical successes and failures that surprise 
us all. That said, certain key attributes for 
novel anti-cancer drugs may increase their 
chances of eventually moving the needle
in patient care.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR

A good biomarker vastly increases 
chances of clinical success
Clearly defined niche applications
are an asset, not a limitation.

For companion diagnostics,
look for validated predictive
value and a reproducible assay.

An innovative drug platform may 
have potential for broad application
Nearly all spaces in oncology are 
getting too competitive for “me 
toos,” unless the drug has design 
elements that are truly a step 
forward for the MOA.

Think beyond the lead product
or indication, a well-designed new 
platform may have the potential
to be applied to other MOAs.

For existing platforms, look for 
meaningful design improvement
on existing technology.

Novel, mechanistically sound 
solution to a global unmet need
Look for a biologic rationale/story 
that clearly distinguishes the design 
or approach from prior successes
and failures.

Look for combination regimens that 
are chosen for their mechanistic 
synergy, supported by data that 
shows component e�ects.

Consider whether the suite of 
preclinical and early clinical data
that establishes a dose with biologic 
e�ect (beyond MTD). Data in at least 
one in vivo model is a bonus.

Ensure the registrational development 
program is designed for global 
relevance.

Next-generation oncology drug innovations to watch are those in immunotherapy, targeted therapy, and precision medicine.
The most promising agents have at least one of the following:

KEY TAKEAWAYS

An innovative platform that is 
applicable beyond its lead indication

A MOA that uniquely addresses
a mechanistic unmet need

A biologic e�ect that is well
characterized early in development

IMMUNOTHERAPY

Now a fixture in most 
companies’ pipelines

Unclear what next 
“big leap forward”
will be

CURRENT STATE
A MOA with su�cient 
clinical precedent and 
wide research interest

WHAT TO LOOK FOR

The field of immunotherapy needs a mechanistic focus on the tumor 
microenvironment beyond T cells; eg, approaches to target NK cells, 
APCs, MDSCs, or macrophages (cells or related pathways).

Emerging advances are hoped to continually improve CAR-T 
technology or o�-the-shelf alternatives like bispecific T-cell engagers.

Novel immune agonist MOAs or CAR-Ts in solid tumors will need
to go the extra mile to di�erentiate from prior failures.

ADVANCES ON THE HORIZON

ADC(s), antibody-drug conjugate(s); APCs, antigen-presenting cells; BTK, Bruton’s tyrosine kinase; CAR-T(s), chimeric antigen receptor T cell(s); ctDNA; circulating tumor DNA; 
CRPC, castrate-resistant prostate cancer; HER, human epidermal growth factor receptor; KRAS, Kirsten rat sarcoma viral oncogene homolog; MDSCs, myeloid-derived suppressor 
cells; MOA(s), mechanism(s) of action; MTD, maximum tolerated dose; NETs, neutrophil extracellular traps; NGS, next-generation sequencing; NK cells, natural killer cells; 
PARP, poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase; SRS, stereotactic radiosurgery 

QUICK NAVIGATION
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Targeted 
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